BEFORE USE

The cricket table comes
with 2 clips that help keep it
fully flat. Remove them
before attempting to open
the table! These clips can
later be used to help flatten
the table for better storage.

TO OPEN

TO CLOSE

TILT TABLE SLIGHTLY TOWARDS YOU

LIFT UP PIN LEVER FROM SLOT
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PUSH DOWN ON HANDLE TO OPEN

CONTINUE PULLING LEVER UNTIL
HANDLE COMES OUT - PULL HANDLE
OUT COMPLETELY
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MAKE SURE TABLE IS FULLY OPEN,
THEN PRESS HANDLE DOWN ALL THE
WAY TO LOCK

LIFT UP BY HANDLE TO FOLD
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STORAGE

Your folding table is designed to fit into
a standard 24" deep closet. It can also
be suspended by the built in hook.
Beware: the table is quite heavy. You
should consult with your building
professional to ensure your closet rod
can support the weight. It is also
advisable to keep the table as close to
the ends of the rod as possible.

WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
ANY DAMAGE CAUSED BY HANGING
THE FURNITURE!

WING EXTENSIONS

Wing extensions are designed to add
extra seating at the ends of the table.
Adding 2 extensions to a single
cricket table makes a table that seats
4 people.
TO ATTACH:
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Lay the folded table on a flat surface.
Align the attachment tabs of the wing
(1) with the slots on the table edge.
Push the wing into place
Insert bracket support pins (2) into
the small holes on the side of the
table legs
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Attach second wing the same way, if
desired.
The table is ready to be opened.
NOTE: When the table is opened, the
wings are locked into place and
cannot be removed. Do not try to
detach wings from an open table!
Although the cricket will fold with the
extensions in place, it will be too wide
to fit into a closet. Therefore we
recommend removing the extensions
for storage.
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